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DISCLAIMER
This presentation has been prepared by Ceragon Networks Ltd. (“Ceragon” or the “Company”) for informational purposes only. This presentation is proprietary to the Company and may not be reproduced (in whole or in part) nor summarized, passed,
distributed, disseminated and/or copied without the prior written consent by the Company.

Ceragon Networks® and FibeAir® are registered trademarks of Ceragon in the United States and other countries. CERAGON® is a trademark of Ceragon Networks Ltd., registered in various countries. Other names mentioned are owned by their
respective holders.

This presentation does not constitute a proposal and/or an offer and/or invitation to acquire and/or to be issued shares or any other securities by the Company and/or to engage in any transaction.

This presentation has been prepared to provide summary information to its recipients, but it does not, however, purport to present all material information regarding the Company and/or the subject matter thereof, and it is not a substitute for a
thorough review of Ceragon’s public filings with the Securities and Exchange Commission (“SEC”) and the information and documents incorporated by reference from other documents that we file with the SEC. This presentation does not pretend to
present or reflect the full and complete information as published with the SEC, and should be read together with such filings with the same care. In particular, the Company makes no warranty, representation, assurance or inducement, express or
implied, as to adequacy, sufficiency, or freedom from defect of any kind of information contained herein. This presentation includes a summary of the issues addressed therein, in the context at which they appear, and not the full information that the
Company has or have published on those matters. EXCEPT AS TO THOSE MATTERS EXPRESSLY COVERED BY THE COMPANY’S SEC FILINGS, CERAGON DISCLAIMS ALL OTHER REPRESENTATIONS AND WARRANTIES, WHETHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, AND THE
RECIPIENTS/READERS HEREOF ACKNOWLEDGE AND AGREE THAT THEY ARE NOT RELYING ON ANY REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES OF CERAGON OTHER THAN THOSE SET FORTH IN THE COMPANY’S PUBLIC SEC FILINGS.

Safe Harbor Statement under the Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995. This presentation contains statements that constitute “forward-looking statements” within the meaning of the Securities Act of 1933, as amended and the Securities
Exchange Act of 1934, as amended, and the safe-harbor provisions of the Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995. Such forward-looking statements are based on the current beliefs, expectations and assumptions of Ceragon's management
about Ceragon's business, financial condition, results of operations, micro and macro market trends and other issues addressed or reflected therein. Examples of forward-looking statements include, but are not limited to, statements regarding:
projections of demand, revenues, net income, gross margin, capital expenditures and liquidity, competitive pressures, order timing, supply chain and shipping, components availability, growth prospects, product development, financial resources, cost
savings and other financial and market matters. You may identify these and other forward-looking statements by the use of words such as “may”, “plans”, “anticipates”, “believes”, “estimates”, “targets”, “expects”, “intends”, “potential” or the
negative of such terms, or other comparable terminology, although not all forward-looking statements contain these identifying words.

Although we believe that the projections reflected in such forward-looking statements are based upon reasonable assumptions, we can give no assurance that our expectations will be obtained or that any deviations therefrom will not be material.
Such forward-looking statements involve known and unknown risks and uncertainties that may cause Ceragon's future results or performance to differ materially from those anticipated, expressed or implied by such forward-looking statements. These
risks and uncertainties include, but are not limited to, any ongoing actions taken and future actions that may be taken by Aviat Networks, Inc. or other stockholders or others; the continuing impact of the components shortage due to the global
shortage in semiconductors, chipsets, components and other commodities, on our supply chain, manufacturing capacity and ability to timely deliver our products, which have caused, and could continue to cause delays in deliveries of our products and
in the deployment of projects by our customers, risk of penalties and orders cancellation created thereby, as well as profit erosion due to constant price increase, payment of expedite fees and costs of inventory pre-ordering and procurement
acceleration of such inventory, and the risk of becoming a deadstock if not consumed; the continued effect of the global increase in shipping costs and decrease in shipping slots availability on us, our supply chain and customers, which have resulted,
and may continue to result in, price erosion, late deliveries and the risk of penalties and orders cancellation due to late deliveries; the impact of the transition to 5G technologies on our revenues if such transition is developed differently than we
anticipated; the risks relating to the concentration of a major portion of our business on large mobile operators around the world from which we derive a significant portion of our ordering, that due to their relative effect on the overall ordering
coupled with inconsistent ordering pattern and volume of business directed to us, creates high volatility with respect to our financial results and results of operations; the effect of the competition from other wireless transport equipment providers
and from other communication solutions that compete with our high-capacity point-to-point wireless products; the continued effect of the COVID-19 pandemic on the global economy and markets and on us and on the markets in which we operate
and our and our customers, providers, business partners and contractors business and operations; the risks relating to increased breaches of network or information technology security along with increase in cyber-attack activities, growing cyber-
crime threats, and changes in privacy and data protection laws, that could have an adverse effect on our business; risks associated with any failure to meet our product development timetable, including delay in the commercialization of our new
chipset; imposition of additional sanctions and global trade limitations in connection with Russia's invasion to Ukraine, the effects of general economic conditions and trends on the global and local markets in which we operate and such other risks,
uncertainties and other factors that could affect our results, as further detailed in Ceragon's most recent Annual Report on Form 20-F and in Ceragon's other filings with the Securities and Exchange Commission.

Such forward-looking statements, including the risks, uncertainties and other factors that could affect our results, represent our views only as of the date they are made and should not be relied upon as representing our views as of any subsequent
date. Such forward-looking statements do not purport to be predictions of future events or results and there can be no assurance that it will prove to be accurate. Ceragon may elect to update these forward-looking statements at some point in the
future but the company specifically disclaims any obligation to do so except as may be required by law.

Ceragon’s public filings are available on the Securities and Exchange Commission’s website at www.sec.gov and may also be obtained from Ceragon’s website at www.ceragon.com.

Ceragon will not be responsible for any consequences resulting from the use of this presentation as well as the reliance upon any opinion or statement contained herein or for any omission.

Additional Information. Ceragon has filed a definitive proxy statement and WHITE proxy card with the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission (the “SEC”) in connection with its solicitation of proxies for the 2022 Extraordinary General Meeting of 
Ceragon Shareholders (the “2022 Extraordinary General Meeting”). CERAGON SHAREHOLDERS ARE STRONGLY ENCOURAGED TO READ THE DEFINITIVE PROXY STATEMENT (AND ANY AMENDMENTS AND SUPPLEMENTS THERETO) AND ACCOMPANYING 
WHITE PROXY CARD AS THEY CONTAIN IMPORTANT INFORMATION. Shareholders may obtain the proxy statement, any amendments or supplements to the proxy statement and other documents as and when filed by Ceragon with the SEC without 
charge from the SEC’s website at www.sec.gov.

© Ceragon Networks Ltd. All rights reserved.
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OUR VISION
To create equal digital opportunities for all people 
around the world by bringing communication 
capabilities everywhere.
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OUR WIRELESS TRANSPORT SPECIALTY
A KEY DIFFERENTIATOR & A CRITICAL TECHNOLOGY FOR 4G & 5G NETWORKS

WIRELESS TRANSPORT – AN ALTERNATIVE TO FIBER DEPLOYMENT 
AN ESSENTIAL PART OF ANY NETWORK EVOLUTION FOR FASTER AND MORE COST-EFFECTIVE DEPLOYMENTS

Connects approximately 45% of all cell sites globally (current & forecast)

Dell’Oro Group predicted demand for microwave transmission equipment would increase over 

the coming years due to 5G deployments which rely more on wireless backhaul than fibre.
Source: GSMA, Mobile World Live , “Dell’Oro tips 5G to fuel wireless backhaul demand”, July 27th, 2022

“ “
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https://www.mobileworldlive.com/featured-content/top-three/delloro-tips-5g-to-fuel-wireless-backhaul-demand
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INNOVATIVE MARKET LEADER 
4G & 5G NETWORK ENABLER

Customers who choose based on value
of technology select Ceragon

COMPANY SNAPSHOT

Significant activity in each region

BALANCED REVENUE MIX
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(A) Source: Nasdaq as of 28/7/2022

(2021) (UNITS)      

Source: Ceragon estimates based on SkyLight Research. Feb 2022

+140 COUNTRIES WITH 
SYSTEMS DEPLOYED

+1M SYSTEMS DEPLOYED

TOTAL CUSTOMERS+2,000

1,000+ EMPLOYEES 
GLOBALLY

+460 SERVICE PROVIDERS

GLOBAL COMPANY

$1.53-$4.33 52 WEEK LOW/HIGH(A)

COMPANY SNAPSHOT: STRONG POSITION

25%
Ceragon

17%

Huawei

13%

NEC

10%

Ericsson

9%

SIAE

7%
Aviat Networks

5%

Nokia

14%

Other
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CERAGON 
GROWTH 
PATH
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DISRUPTION IN THE MARKET DRIVES OUR BUSINESS

294

332 344

286
263

291
$300–315

$325–345

2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022E 2023E

Disruption

Historical Guidance

Revenue ($mm)

COVID
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Ceragon boasts repeated 
success in introducing 
disruptive technologies for 
wireless transitions from:

to    
to

and now
to

MARKET SNAPSHOT: GROWING TAM 

5G ERA &  OPENRAN ADOPTION EXPECTED TO INCREASE OUR TAM FOR 1ST TIME IN YEARS

5G requires higher 
investment in backhaul

In parallel, with OpenRAN and 
Open Networks, best-of-breed 
specialist segment grows & 
fronthaul & cell site routing 
markets present a new 
opportunity 

Our SoC will enable us to 
grab increased market share

Managed Services is a new 
organic growth domain for 
Ceragon
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Exodus to online world creating 
urgent need for more capacity

Telcos & Private Networks 
everywhere are developing
5G network plans

5G transition requires higher 
backhaul investment and 
densification; expected to 
increase TAM for 1st time in years

Ceragon innovates on 
wireless gen transitions –
WE ADAPT AND GROW!

Extensive global presence and 
diverse clientele - offering 
backhaul, fronthaul and 
Managed Services solutions

A key differentiator: In-house 
SoC. Higher performance with 
speeds reaching up to 100GB, 
cost efficient, shorter TTM

Well-positioned to provide 
operators & private networks 
ahead-of-the-curve technology, 
expertise & services to 
leverage TAM growth

KEY DRIVER OF 5G WIRELESS GEN TRANSITION 

1

2

3

4

5

6

7
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IN 42 MARKETS ALREADY 
DEPLOYING OR COMMITTED

79+ OPERATORS INCREASE FRONTHAUL & CSR
IN BEST-OF-BREED 

SEGMENT (BACKHAUL)

NEW
MARKETS FOR CERAGON
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Awarded a multi-year agreement by 
leading US network service provider 

NEW DEALS INCREASED DEMAND DOMAIN EXPERTISE
5G networks’ complexity drives increased 

demand for network monitoring, 
optimization & upgrades

An organic & natural evolution
of our extensive domain experience & 

software tools 
11
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BEST-OF-BREED VERSUS BUNDLED-DEALS SEGMENT

(1) Service providers seeking the best wireless transport solution as primary factor in their vendor selection; Open-RAN as a major driver. Source: Ceragon analysis based on Skylight research in  Feb 2022

$2.28B
BEST-OF-BREED

$1.52B
BUNDLED DEALS

Segment is growingMarket is slightly growing

Best-of-Breed
(units)

Best-of-breed is the larger segment 1

Open networks architecture expected to drive growth of best-of-breed segment

25%
Ceragon

17%

Huawei

13%

NEC

10%

Ericsson

9%

SIAE

7%
Aviat Networks

5%

Nokia

14%

Other
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5G DRIVES TRANSFORMATION OF CELL SITE IP TRANSPORT  

$1.6B Market Opportunity*

HW

SOFTWARE OS

5G requires densification & simplification,
leading to increase in IP cell site devices

Cell site routers become disaggregated
allowing the separation of functional 

components
Disaggregation enables faster adoption of 5G

APPS REDUCED COST

NO VENDOR LOCK-IN

FASTER INNOVATION

* Product only; with services the mark is >$2B 13
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RECENT 
HIGHLIGHTS 

February 24, 2022

September 20, 2021
Ceragon Selected to Provide Connectivity to Remote Indonesian Islands and Regions

December 7, 2021
Ceragon Networks and IP Infusion Partner to Deliver Industry’s First Radio-Aware Disaggregated Cell Site 
Router

November 8, 2021
Ceragon to Renew & Maintain the Wireless Transport Network Infrastructure for RAI WAY, Italy’s National 
TV and Radio Network Provider

Tier 1 Nigerian Operator, Globacom, Signs Network Expansion Deal with Ceragon

January 31, 2022

February 7, 2022

Ceragon Launches the Market’s First Radio-Aware Disaggregated Cell Site Gateway – IP-50FX

February 16, 2022

Ceragon Awarded Multi-Million Dollar Contract to Deliver Connectivity as a Service to Offshore Field for a 
Major Global Energy Player 

Tier 1 Operator in India Places Initial $15 Million Orders for Nationwide 4G expansion with Ceragon

May 2, 2022

DISH Wireless Selects Ceragon for 5G Transport
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https://www.ceragon.com/news/ceragon-selected-to-provide-connectivity-to-remote-indonesian-islands-and-regions
https://www.ceragon.com/news/ceragon-networks-and-ip-infusion-partner-to-deliver-industrys-first-radio-aware-disaggregated-cell-site-router
https://www.ceragon.com/news/ceragon-to-renew-maintain-the-wireless-transport-network-infrastructure-for-rai-way-italys-national-tv-and-radio-network-provider
https://www.ceragon.com/news/tier-1-nigerian-operator-globacom-signs-network-expansion-deal-with-ceragon
https://www.ceragon.com/news/ceragon-launches-the-markets-first-radio-aware-disaggregated-cell-site-gateway-ip-50fx
https://www.ceragon.com/news/ceragon-awarded-multi-million-dollar-contract-to-deliver-connectivity-as-a-service-to-offshore-field-for-a-major-global-energy-player
https://www.ceragon.com/news/tier-1-operator-in-india-places-initial-15-million-orders-for-nationwide-4g-expansion-with-ceragon
https://www.ceragon.com/news/dish-wireless-selects-ceragon-for-5g-transport
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CERAGON 
COMPETITIVE 
POSITION
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CERAGON PRODUCT STRATEGY
A FLEXIBLE APPROACH TO 5G NETWORK TRANSFORMATION

LEADING VECTOR: 
FLEXIBLE, OPEN ALL-OUTDOOR WIRELESS TRANSPORT

4GHz 200GHz

Backhaul Midhaul Fronthaul

<10,000us

<1,500us

<25-200us

CAPACITYLATENCY

4GHz 200GHz

Backhaul Midhaul Fronthaul

<1Gbps

25Gbps

50Gbps

100Gbps

‘Ahead of the curve’ in the All-Outdoor segment market share  
and technology

Leverages the mmW acceleration

Flexible site acquisition, CAPEX, OPEX

Support any wireless transport scenario (BH, MH, FH)

Eliminate dependency on fiber. Save time and money.

KEY ENABLER 1: DISAGGREGATED WIRELESS TRANSPORT

Fits industry trend

The ‘Best-of-Breed’ approach - no vendor lock in

Low total network investment

Fast network rollout

Simpler network evolution

Open network approach adopted by major 

Tier 1 operators

KEY ENABLER 2: SOFTWARE DEFINED NETWORKING

Ceragon solutions support SDN – today!

Faster time to market for new 5G  services

Simple network slicing 

Network optimization 

Network & operations simplification

Radio

Networking 
Software

Networking 
Hardware

Network Orchestrator

Hierarchical Controller

SDNMASTER

Wireless transport domain 
controller

SDN APPS

16
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460+ OPERATORS GLOBALLY
ABLE TO CAPITALIZE ON WORLDWIDE 5G TRENDS

17
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CERAGON’S UNIQUE POSITION

SYSTEMS
BEST-FIT FOR
OUTDOOR NETWORK SOLUTIONS

FAST DEPLOYMENT | SIMPLE SITE ACQUISITION

ENABLER FOR NETWORK DENSIFICATION

LOWEST TCO | FAST TIME TO REVENUE

2021 ALL-OUT`DOOR UNIT MARKET SHARE(1)

CHIPSET
UNIQUE MULTICORE TECHNOLOGY

CAPACITY

X4
SPECTRUM

½
ENERGY

½

4G | DUAL CORE

5G | OCTA CORE

CAPACITY

X16
SPECTRUM

¼
ENERGY

⅛

SOFTWARE
PIONEERING OPEN NETWORKS 
IN THE WIRELESS TRANSPORT DOMAIN

LOW TOTAL NETWORK INVESTMENT

FAST NETWORK ROLLOUT

SIMPLER NETWORK EVOLUTION

NO VENDOR LOCK-IN

Radio

Networking 
Software

Networking 
Hardware

(1) Skylight Research from Feb 2022

37%
Ceragon

19%

Huawei

10%
Ericsson

8%

Nokia

5%

Aviat

4%

SIAE

3%

NEC

13%

Other
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FINANCIALS
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Q2 2022 BRINGS CONTINUED STRONG MOMENTUM
WITH STRONG BOOKINGS AND A VERY HEALTHY BACKLOG 

28.9%

29.6%

31.5%

31.0%

29.0%

27.7%

30.5%

25.0%

26.0%

27.0%

28.0%

29.0%

30.0%

31.0%

32.0%
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$90

Q4/20 Q1/21 Q2/21 Q3/21 Q4/21 Q1/22 Q2/22

Revenues Gross margin

North America now represents the largest region;                     
tied with India

Healthy bookings in North America (record quarter), Europe, 
India, Latin America, APAC

Challenges that surfaced in 2021 continue to have an impact on 
the Company’s ability to turn business successes into higher 
revenues

$70.7$74.0 $68.3 $68.6 $76.1 $77.8 $70.3
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SELECTED FINANCIAL METRICS 

20%
Latin America

15%
Europe

18%
North America

29%
India

11%
APAC

7%
Africa

BALANCE SHEET
($ Millions)

Q3 2021 – Q2 2022
GEOGRAPHIC REVENUE MIX

(1) Cash includes cash equivalents. Source: Company filings.

FINANCIAL 
METRICS

Q2'20 Q3'20 Q4'20 Q1’21 Q2’21 Q3’21 Q4’21 Q1’22 Q2’22

Revenue $62.4 $70.6 $74.0 $68.3 $68.6 $76.1 $77.8 $70.3 $70.7

Cash(1) $35.2 $29.2 $27.1 $33.0 $28.7 $27.2 $17.1 $25.0 $23.6

Debt $19.7 $17.9 $6.0 $12.0 $11.0 $11.9 $14.8 $27.0 $31.9

Net Cash $15.5 $11.3 $21.1 $21.0 $17.7 $15.3 $2.3 $(2.0) $(8.3)

Shareholder 
Equity Ratio

54% 55% 54% 50% 50% 50% 47% 45% 43%
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CERAGON INVESTMENT THESIS - WE ADAPT AND GROW!

5G-ERA & OPENRAN 
ADOPTION EXPECTED TO 
INCREASE TAM FOR 1ST

TIME IN YEARS

OFFERING BACKHAUL, 
FRONTHAUL & MANAGED 
SERVICES SOLUTIONS TO 
SUPPORT TAM GROWTH

IN-HOUSE SOC: HIGHER 
PERFORMANCE AT SPEEDS 
OF UP TO 100GB, COST 
EFFICIENT, SHORTER TTM

EXTENSIVE GLOBAL 
PRESENCE AND DIVERSE 
CLIENTELE

POISED FOR LONG TERM GROWTH & MARGIN EXPANSION
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THANK YOU
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